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10 February 2017/ 10. Februar 2017

For Immediate Release/Fur d' Osgéen Immédiat

With this declaration, made public by the sole active member of the governing author-

ity of the Landashir'n Community � the Landashir'n Government � at its registered

o�ce in Edinburgh, Scotland, a Constitution and Basic Law is released to provide a

formal and �nal settlement to the administration and national integrity of Landashir

and its Community.

This Declaration in sum forms a hybrid update to the June Statement and Au-

gust Declaration .

Composed on the tenth day of February in the year 2017,

James von PUCHOW (James vu PUCHOW)

Assumed Chief Minister of the Landashir'n Government

Edinburgh, Scotland

0.1 The Community of Landashir

The Community of Landashir is the full name of the entity which comprises the

nationality and government of Landashir as a community of Landashir'ns, or Llons,

and as as a successive entity to the former Crown Principality of Landashir, the

Antarctic Community of Landashir, the Community of Landashir as a member of

the St.Charlian Commonwealth, and as the Community of Landashir under the

regulations of the June Statement and the August Declaration.

The Community of Landashir is the Community of Landashir'n people as a nation-

ality and as a collective people.

The Community of Landashir is not in its essence a territorial state.

The Community of Landashir is not de�ned by territorial claims, only by those

who are Landashir'n, as registered individuals who identify as Landashir'n as a

nationality and those who belong to the legacy of Landashir as a territorial state.
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The Community of Landashir is marked by its national symbols:

The Landashir'n �ag is a yellow-green Landashir'n-style Nordic cross bordered by

dark blue and light blue on a �eld of white.

The Landashir'n arms is a lion rampant, facing to the left, on a �eld of red,

bordered with gold. The style of shield shall be a Swiss/Renaissance escutcheon,

as given in the logo of the Landashir'n Government.

The national song of Landashir shall be De Klëng vun alle guete Minsje.

The o�cial currency of Landashir shall be the Landashir'n Shilling, and shall be

pegged one to one with the currency of the nation in which the Consular O�ce of

the Landashir'n Government is located.

0.2 Landashir'n Nationality and Citizenship

A person of Landashir'n nationality is a Landashir'n or Llon.

Landashir'n nationality is bestowed upon:

those who have resided in Landashir'n territorial claims

those who belong to the direct family of James von Puchow/vu Puchow

those who have previously been awarded Landashir'n nationality through govern-

ment, previous and present

those who have served and represented Landashir diplomatically, and/or continue

to do so, and express a desire to identify as Landashir'n as their nationality

those who belong to the Francillian and Francillish linguistic diasporas, regardless

of linguistic level attained

those formerly belonging to defunct states associated with Landashir

those who identify as Landashir'n and desire to register for nationality through the

government of the Community of Landashir

A person of Landashir'n nationality is a citizen of the Community of Landashir

through registration.
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A registered Landashir'n national is entitled to diplomatic assistance and repre-

sentation through the government of the Community of Landashir, and the right

to contribute to the decision-making bodes of Landashir, as a Community, through

the Government.

Registered Landashir'n nationals, or citizens, are entitled to identity documents,

such as a passport, once registration is complete and awarded.

All former identity documents awarded prior to this document being published are

valid until their allotted dates of expiry.

0.3 Registration and identity documents

Individuals as listed in 2. must register their Landashir'n nationality to receive

what is explained in 2.

Individuals who identify as Landashir'n, who desire to register, but do not ful�ll

the conditions laid out in the list in 2. must be able to give reasoning as to why

they identify as Landashir'n.

They may wish to identify as Landashir'n for sociopolitical or linguistic reasons.

Identi�cation as Landashir'n on its own does not make an individual a registered

Landashir'n national, nor a citizen of a Landashir'n Community.

Applications for registration of Landashir'n nationality must be made in writing

and sent to the Consular O�ce of the Landashir'n Government.

Applications shall consist of a letter from the applicant in response to the conditions

laid out in 2.

Applications will be received by the Landashir'n Government and will be responded

to in writing.

If nationality cannot be registered immediately, the Landashir'n Government will

take contact with the applicant to discuss the application.
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An applicant shall not be dismissed based on their ethnicity, psychological gender

identity, biological sex, economic status, physical ability or other nationalities or

citizenship.

Successful applicants shall not have their registration, and therefore citizen status,

revoked for any of the conditions referred to in this clause.

Registered Landashir'n nationals shall be assigned a number for administrative

purposes, a national number, and this national number shall be used in all cor-

respondence with the Landashir'n Government, and in o�cial documents such as

passports or identity papers.

Landashir'n nationality is only o�cial through registration. Those born of or

adopted by Landashir'n parents must register for Landashir'n nationality them-

selves.

Those with Landashir'n parents or carers who are unable to register, due to being in

a state of infancy, will be o�ered the privileges of registered nationality as outlined

in 2. but will need to register their nationality at the age of 13 for this to continue.

From the date of publication of this document, the Landashir'n Government shall

no longer issue identity cards, and instead issue passports.

A registered Landashir'n may travel with their Landashir'n passport to any state

which accepts the Landashir'n passport as a legitimate form of identity document.

A registered Landashir'n may instead wish to travel with the passport of another

nation, and may do so without this con�icting with their Landashir'n nationality

status.

They may therefore apply for an identity document passport sleeve which shall

contain the passport or identity card of another nation state in addition to a Lan-

dashir'n identity card created speci�cally for use in the passport sleeve.
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A Landashir'n passport shall be of size A6, and will include at least one photo page

with personal information necessary for a contemporary passport.

This photo page will be renewed every year through the Consular O�ce of the

Landashir'n Government.

Passports shall be large enough in space to accommodate several expired in addition

to one valid and current photo page(s).

The design and format of Landashir'n identity governments is at the discretion of

the Landashir'n Government.

0.4 The Landashir'n Government

The administration of the Community of Landashir is the responsibility of the

Landashir'n Government.

The Landashir'n Government is the legislative and executive authority of the Com-

munity of Landashir.

This Government shall operate as a general council of all registered Landashir'n

nationals.

All Landashir'n citizens are entitled to contribute to the drawing up of laws and

regulations necessary for the operation of the Community of Landashir.

The executive functions of Government shall be performed by at least one active

citizen who shall assume responsibility of the Consular O�ce of the Landashir'n

Government. This citizen is de facto Head of the Landashir'n Government, and

may be referred to as the Chief Minister of the Landashir'n Government.

Where responsibilities related to the Landashir'n Government require delegation,

citizens who are charged with these responsibilities are to be known as Ministers.

The delegation of these positions is at the discretion of the communal consensus

of Landashir'n citizens who form the Landashir'n Government.
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The decision making process of the Government is through communal consent of

the general council of Landashir'n citizens.

If a decision cannot be made through communal consent, a democratic vote shall

be held, and all registered Landashir'n nationals shall be entitled to take part in

this vote.

Votes shall be overseen by an independent observer who shall neither be allowed

to vote, stand or actively campaign in respect to the vote being held.

The Landashir'n Government is charged with the following responsibilities, and

may with communal consent delegate individual citizens ministerial positions for

each responsibility:

culture and internal a�airs

schemes of social welfare

citizenship and registration

diplomacy and external a�airs

education and language

equality and minority rights

The Chief Minister and Ministers of the Landashir'n Government are servants

of registered Landashir'n nationals, and have their positions through communal

consent. They shall not be reimbursed �nancially for their labours.

When either the Chief Minister or an individual Minister is unable to perform

their duties due to health or absence, responsibilities are delegated to those active

in Government through communal consent until someone new can be delegated the

assigned responsibility/ies.

The o�cial venue of the Landashir'n Government is the Consular O�ce of the

Landashir'n Government. The Consular O�ce at the time of writing is hosted in

Edinburgh, Scotland.
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The language of Government administration is at the time of writing, English. Lan-

dashir'n citizens reserve the right to communicate with the Landashir'n Govern-

ment in English or Francillish, and to be responded to in the respective language.

All documentation must be in either English or Francillish. Upon request, trans-

lations into either language must be provided.

All o�cial documentation such as passports or identity card must exhibit the o�cial

name of Landashir, the Community of Landashir, in both English and Francillish.

Upon request, either English or Francillish, or both languages, may be used on

documents issued to citizens.

If the Chief Minister or a Minister is unable to perform the linguistic functions

mentioned above, a competent speaker of the respective language will be assigned

to assist.

The Landashir'n Government is not partisan and will not permit the foundation of

political parties or the like in elections where common consent cannot be achieved.

The Landashir'n Government may give up responsibilities regarded as sovereign

to international organisations and authorities through common consent, with the

proviso that the Community of Landashir shall be given full and democratic rep-

resentation in the decision making authorities of the respective organisations.

0.5 External and Diplomatic Policy

The Landashir'n Community is neutral, and shall not under any circumstances

engage in physical con�icts such as wars or skirmishes between other nation states,

provinces and communities.

The Community of Landashir shall enter into diplomatic relations with any nation

state it comes into contact with on an informal settlement.
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Relations between Landashir and other nation states may be codi�ed formally

through the signing of a treaty composed by both parties. Treaties are rati�ed

through common consent.

The Landashir'n Government will provide diplomatic assistance to citizens of nation

states with which Landashir has diplomatic relations solely in circumstances where

diplomatic assistance from the respective nation state is unavailable.

The Community of Landashir shall be represented internationally by the Lan-

dashir'n Government where it is �nancially and logistically viable.

0.6 Territorial Claims

At the time of writing, the Community of Landashir possesses administrates no

territory de facto.

Should the Landashir'n Government desire to acquire territory to administrate,

decisions related to the acquisition and set up of that territory shall be at the

discretion of the communal consent of the general council of the Landashir'n Gov-

ernment.

The Landashir'n Government is the administrating body in these territories, i.e.

the people in the territory communally govern it.

The extent of the territory forms the Landashir'n border. The status of the border

� be it closed or open � is determined by the will of its residents, and in the

case where a territory is not residential, the determination of the Landashir'n

Government.

The accession of territory to the Community of Landashir requires a determination

by communal consent.
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0.7 Rights

The Community of Landashir shall remain loyal and steadfast to the following

regulations on human rights:

the European Convention on Human Rights

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights

The Community of Landashir shall provide full legal support to LGBT+ indi-

viduals, as well as other minority groups such as disabled persons, and shall not

discriminate against them in that it shall not prevent an individual from exercising

their right to life, love and expression of identity.

The Community of Landashir shall provide full legal support to individuals desiring

expression of religious and cultural identity, but shall not endorse the tenets of any

particular religion or culture.

The Community of Landashir, through the Landashir'n Government, shall con-

demn the products of religious and cultural tenets such as genital mutilation or

so-called conversion therapy.

It is the aim of the Landashir'n Government to provide Landashir'n citizens the

ability to pursue full autonomous individual liberty of self; physical and emotional.

Where the liberties of Landashir'n citizens are curtailed or threatened through

arbitrary products of culture or religion, the Landashir'n Government must cam-

paign.


